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Two phenomena in EMEs

1. Liability dollarization

2. Buildup of FX reserves

I This paper: a theory to think about (1) and (2)
I Flip perspective on dollarization: usually described as
"original sin"

I Here: equilibrium outcome of portfolio choice → Insurance
motive by domestic lenders
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Mechanism



Building block 1: collateral constraint with asset price

1. Suppose closed economy with collateral constraint

b ≤ µ · pk k︸︷︷︸
collateral
value

I Pecuniary externality: borrowers take price of capital pk as
given

I Built-in multiplicity logic (self-fulfilling "financial crisis")

- Suppose pessimism → ↓ K demand → lower pk → lower net
worth → depress K demand further (not obvious!) → lower output
→ validate pessimistic expectations

pecuniary externality → (multiple) self-fulfilling equilibria
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Building block 2: original sin

2. Naively add "original sin" (i.e, no portfolio choice).

I Typically done in ad-hoc way (borrow in T goods, leverage
partly in T and NT output)

b︸︷︷︸
borrow

in T goods

≤ µ ·

yT + pN︸︷︷︸
real
ex.rate

yN


I Pessimism → ↓ C demand → ↓ pN (real depreciation) → ↓
net worth → ↓ borrowing (deleverage) →↓ consumption →
validate initial expectations

I Once again: pecuniary externality → self-fulfilling equilibrium
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Building block 3: portfolio choice

I Luigi and Guido not happy with that. Want to endogenize
portfolio decision.

I Why do borrowers issue FX debt in equilibrium?
I Why is FX debt cheaper?
I Insurance motive by savers (i.e, the risk averse households in
the model)

I Pave the way for rich policy analysis.
I Most interesting part!
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Mechanism in B-L

Expect future crisis (+ depreciation)

→ Domestic savers/households save in foreign currency
(insurance) → ↓ cost of funding (in FX)

→Make FX borrowing convenient for risk-averse borrowers (banks)
→Higher probability of crisis

I Externality and multiplicity: savers do not internalize the
financial fragility effect of portfolio choice

I Amplified multiplicity logic?
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Policy



FX reserves: a free lunch?

1. Macroprudential

(Why? Reduce incentive to issue foreign
currency debt)

I Do not even lead to moral hazard

2. Fiscally credible (Why? FX holdings appreciate in a crisis)

I Silent on the allocative costs of FX reserves
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What do FX reserves actually do?

I Key testable prediction in the model: FX reserves lead to
portfolio rebalancing (i.e., less holdings of dollar debt)

I Ample evidence that FX interventions affect ex. rates. Do
FX interventions affect firms’portfolio composition in the
"right" direction?

I Need to look at micro data on firms’/ households’
balance-sheet.
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Estimating causal effect of FX reserves variations

I Identification problem: unanticipated vs anticipated FX
interventions

1. Unanticipated → Borrow from high-frequency identification
methodology in monetary policy

2. Anticipated?

I Akin to analysis of effects of QE
I How are FX interventions implemented? Anticipated
interventions: risk of being distortive
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How FX reserves vary across countries?

I Why (through the lens of the model) do peggers
accumulate more FX reserves?

I Natural to think of exchange rate manipulation motives



Alternative policy: commitment to K controls

1. Commit to K controls in the event of a crisis → Limit
expected ex. rate depreciation during crisis

2. Anticipated K controls reduce incentive to accumulate (for
insurance purposes) foreign currency debt

3. Can eliminate bad equilibrium?

I I guess YES.
I Also optimal policy? Fixed or state contingent K controls?)
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Conclusions

I Must-read!
I Optimal policy analysis: K controls vs FX interventions
I Monetary policy: a complement or a substitute?


